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a b s t r a c t

This study was aimed to test a new methodological approach to carry out measurements of gaseous
elemental mercury (GEM) diffusively emitted from soils in hydrothermal-volcanic environments. This
method was based on the use of a static closed-chamber (SCC) in combination with a Lumex® RA-915M
analyzer that provides GEM measurements in a wide range of concentrations (from 2 to 50,000 ng m�3).
Gas samples were collected at fixed time intervals from the SCC positioned on the ground (time-series
samples). The Lumex® inlet port was equipped with a three-way Teflon valve allowing the free entrance
of air through a carbon trap, in order to: (i) prevent disturbance to the Lumex® operative flow rate
(10 L min�1) during the injection of the gas samples from the SCC and (ii) minimize the instability of the
baseline signal induced by possible variations of GEM concentrations in air. In the lab, known amounts of
GEM, pipetted from a vessel containing an Hg-saturated air in equilibrium with liquid mercury at 27 �C,
were injected in the Lumex® via the modified inlet port to construct a calibration curve. The latter was
used to calculate the amount of GEM in the SCC (KSCC) from the corresponding GEM concentrations
measured by the Lumex® analyzer. The KSCC values of the time-series samples were proportionally
increasing with the GEM fluxes (fGEM), thus fGEM values were computed according to the following
equation: fGEM¼ (dKSCC/dt)/A, where A is the basal area of the SCC and dt is the time interval of the
time-series sampling. Up to 214 fGEM measurements were carried out at Solfatara crater (Campi Flegrei,
southern Italy), a hydrothermally altered tuff cone characterized by an anomalous diffuse soil emission of
GEM-rich geogenic gases. The measured fGEM values varied up to 4 orders of magnitude, from 1,296,
corresponding to the sensitivity of the method at the selected sampling time interval (1 min), to
1,957,500 ng m�2 day�1, and were consistent with those recently measured in this crater using a different
method. In the field, 10 replicates were carried out in 5 selected sites, allowing to demonstrate that the
proposed method has a high reproducibility (RDS < 4%). The fGEM and fCO2 values, the latter being
measured in the same 214 sites by using the accumulation chamber method, showed a low correlation,
although both gases were originated from the same deep source. This suggests that GEM and CO2 soil
fluxes are differently affected by environmental parameters, such as soil humidity and temperature,
which have a strong effect on the release of GEM from the soil, whereas they do not play a significant role
in the diffuse degassing of CO2. The measured fluxes were used to compute the CO2 and GEM total
outputs (402 and 5.41 � 10�6 t day�1, respectively) from the study area (92,000 m2) and to construct
contour maps showing the spatial distribution of the fCO2 and fGEM values. By modifying the geometry
of SCC and the time interval of the sampling series, the proposed method can be applied to the mea-
surements of GEM soil fluxes in other geological systems and man-made environments.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A) Location of Solfatara crater (Campi Flegrei, southern Italy) and B) distribution
of the 214 sites (green circles) where fCO2, fGEM and soil temperature measurements
were carried out. The red circles indicate the sites selected for the repeated tests used
to calculate the reproducibility of the method for the determination of fGEM. The
blue-colored areas refer to the main degassing sites characterized by fumaroles and
bubbling pools (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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1. Introduction

Mercury is classified as a toxic non-essential heavy metal and it
is included among the 189 toxic air pollutants in the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA, 1990). The high volatility of this element fa-
vors its transport in the atmospheric circulation with a residence
time in air of about 0.6 years (Weiss-Penzias et al., 2003). Conse-
quently, a reliable evaluation of the air/surface exchange rates of
gaseous elemental mercury (GEM) is critical for estimating its
global budget (Rasmussen, 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 1998; Gustin
et al., 1999; Pacyna et al., 2006) and developing environmental
regulations and controls (WHO, 2007). Notwithstanding, GEM
emitted from broad diffuse Hg-enriched soils in natural (e.g. vol-
canic/hydrothermal systems) and anthropogenic (e.g. landfills,
sewage sludge amended soils, mine wastes) environments (e.g.,
Mason et al., 1994; Boudala et al., 2000; Engle et al., 2001, 2006;
Gustin et al., 2002; Marsik et al., 2005; Xin et al., 2006) is difficult
to estimate, since the behavior of Hg from these sources is strongly
depending on a number of different parameters, such as Hg sub-
strate concentrations, soil temperature and humidity, solar radia-
tion and vegetation cover (e.g., Gustin et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014,
and references therein). Moreover, specific protocols dictating the
most appropriate sampling and analytical techniques for GEM flux
(fGEM) measurements from soils are still matter of debate. In
different natural and anthropogenic areas, fGEM values have been
estimated on the basis of direct measurements carried out with
dynamic flux chambers (DFCs) (e.g. Carpi and Lindberg, 1998;
Poissant and Casimir, 1998; Stamenkovic and Gustin, 2007; Zhang
et al., 2002) or adopting micro-meteorological methods (e.g. Kim
et al., 1995; Cobos and Baker, 2002; Edwards et al., 2005;
Olofsson et al., 2005; Sommer et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). Sys-
tematic experiments were attempted to test the influence of
different chamber design/operating conditions and materials on
DFC fluxmeasurements (Eckley et al., 2010, and references therein),
evidencing that a univocal interpretation to optimize this method is
still a challenge. Micrometeorological methods require an accurate
selection and estimation of model-based exchange parameters for
flux computation and strongly depend on strict meteorological
constraints (Zhu et al., 2015, and references therein). Although gas
emissions from hydrothermal and volcanic systems are considered
to significantly contribute to the Hg global budget, few attempts
have been carried out to quantify the atmospheric Hg release from
substrates and fumaroles in these natural environments (e.g.
Varekamp and Buseck, 1984; Gustin, 2003; Pyle and Mather, 2003;
Engle et al., 2006; Aiuppa et al., 2007; Bagnato et al., 2009, 2011,
2013). At Solfatara crater (Campi Flegrei, southern Italy), a tuff
cone emitting a huge amount of hydrothermal fluids through both
fumarolic vents and diffuse soil degassing (e.g. Chiodini et al., 2005;
Aiuppa et al., 2013), a preliminary evaluation of the total budget of
GEM was recently carried out by Bagnato et al. (2014). These au-
thors adopted an innovative approach by coupling an accumulation
chamber (AC), which has commonly been applied to measure
diffuse CO2 fluxes from soils in volcanic and geothermal areas (e.g.
Sorey et al., 1998; Chiodini et al., 1996, 1998, 2001; Gerlach et al.,
2001; Cardellini et al., 2003), with a Lumex® RA-915 þ analyzer,
i.e. a portable Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometer able to
measure GEM concentrations, ranging from 2 to 50,000 ng m�3 in
real-time and at high frequency (1 s). In the present study, a new
method for the measurements of GEM fluxes (fGEM) diffusively
released at the soil-air interface was developed and tested, by using
a static closed-chamber (SCC) in combination with a Lumex® RA-
915M analyzer. With this aim, on the 4th and 5th of April 2015, a
field survey was carried out at Solfatara crater to compare our
fGEM data with those measured with the AC method. Replicates of
fGEM measurements in selected sites were also carried out to
verify the reproducibility of the proposed procedure. Soil CO2 fluxes
(fCO2) were also determined to investigate the possible relation
between the two gases, being both originated from the deep hy-
drothermal fluid source.
2. Methods and materials

2.1. fCO2 and soil temperature measurements

The fCO2 values were measured at 214 sites within Solfatara
crater (Fig. 1) using the AC method. Diffuse degassing in the study
area, which belongs to the Campi Flegrei volcanic district (De Vivo
et al., 2001), is mainly controlled by NW- and NE-oriented faults
and fractures (Chiodini et al., 2001). High-temperature (up to
160 �C) fumaroles are located along the fault system that cuts the
southeastern and northeastern walls of the crater (Chiodini et al.,



Fig. 2. Injection apparatus of the Lumex® analyzer. The soil gas is collected from SCC
through the pierceable rubber septum with a plastic syringe and injected into the
Lumex® analyzer through the injection inlet where a Teflon three-way is placed. A
carbon trap is connected to the Lumex® analyzer in order to avoid the entrance of
external GEM when the instrument is operating (see text for further details).

Table 1
GEM concentrations (ng m�3) for repeated (10 replicates) measurements of 8 ali-
quots (20, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 mL; the corresponding GEM quantities,
in ng, were also reported) of GEM standard. The relative standard deviation (RDS, in
%), average and median values (ng m�3) for each standard series are also reported.

mL 20 50 75 100 150 200 250 300

ng 0.56 1.40 2.10 2.80 4.21 5.61 7.01 8.41

Replicates

1 802 1930 2810 3414 4851 6000 7000 7935
2 780 1820 2657 3494 4658 6020 6819 7882
3 771 1939 2849 3461 4645 6113 7038 8021
4 815 1779 2783 3481 4592 6144 6971 8075
5 831 1934 2773 3527 4803 6003 7021 7906
6 822 1795 2780 3439 4846 6001 6959 7904
7 824 1882 2799 3492 4546 6013 6796 7969
8 777 1924 2812 3535 4905 6107 7047 8095
9 743 1803 2830 3548 4823 6054 6922 8041
10 739 1836 2782 3422 4850 6152 7010 8092
average 790 1864 2788 3481 4752 6061 6958 7992
median 791 1859 2791 3487 4813 6037 6986 7995
RSD 4.0 3.3 1.8 1.3 2.6 1.0 1.2 1.0
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2010, Fig. 1). A large area characterized by intense diffuse degassing
and the occurrence of mud-pools (Fangaia) is hosted in the central
part of the crater (Fig. 1). The instrumental apparatus used for the
AC measurements consisted of: 1) a metal cylindrical vase (the
chamber) with a basal area of 200 cm2 and an inner volume of
3060 cm3, 2) an Infra-Red (IR) spectrophotometer (Licor® Li-820). A
low-flow pump (20 mL s�1) conveyed the gas from the chamber
positioned above the soil to the IR that provided.

continuous CO2 measurements (up to 20,000 ppm), with an
accuracy of 4%. To minimize the disturbance effects due to changes
of barometric conditions, the soil gas was re-injected into the
chamber. The fCO2 values were computed on the basis of the
measured CO2 concentrations over time (dCCO2 dt�1), using a
palmtop computer connected with the IR through an analog-digital
(AD) converter and equipped with a Palm Flux 5.36 software, ac-
cording to the following equation:

fCO2 ¼ cf � dCCO2 dt�1 (1)

The proportionality factor (cf) between dCCO2 dt�1 and the fCO2
was determined by measuring fCO2

00standard00 values (from 10 to
10,000 g m�2 day�1), which were produced using a high-sensitivity
flow controller positioned between a stainless cylinder containing
pure CO2 and a “synthetic soil” made of dry sand (10 cm thick)
placed inside a plastic box with an open top. At least 6 dCCO2 dt�1

measurements were carried out for each fCO2 standard value. The
cf factor was computed as the slope of the linear best-fit line of
fCO2 vs. dCCO2 dt�1.

The temperature of the soil at 7 and 15 cm depths was measured
using a portable Tersid thermocouple (dynamic range from �20 to
1150 �C; uncertainty ± 0.1 �C).

2.2. fGEM measurements

The fGEM values were carried out immediately after the fCO2
measurements in the same 214 sites shown in Fig. 1, using a
methodological approach that is based on the SCCmethod (Rolston,
1986; Livingston and Hutchinson, 1995), which has widely been
applied for the determination of diffuse CH4 soil fluxes in
geothermal and volcanic environments (e.g., Klusman and LeRoy,
1996; Etiope, 1999; Klusman et al., 2000; D'Alessandro et al.,
2009; Castaldi and Tedesco, 2005; Tassi et al., 2013). The SCC
used for the present study consisted of an opaque polyethylene
cylinder with a basal area of 201 cm2 and an inner volume of
1810 cm3. At each measurement point, 4 samples (time-series)
were collected from the SCC, i.e. when it was positioned on the
ground (time 0; blank value) and after 1, 2 and 3 min. Gas sampling
(60 cm3) from the SCC was carried out by using a syringe equipped
with a needle inserted through a pierceable rubber septum posi-
tioned on the SCC top (Fig. 2). The removal of the soil gas accu-
mulated in the SCC by the syringe produced a minimal effect on the
GEM measurement, being the ratio of the volume of the SCC and
that of the syringe of about 30 to 1.

The syringe was then connected to the inlet port of the Lumex®

analyzer that was modified by connecting a Teflon three-way valve.
One way was equipped with a pierceable rubber septum (the in-
jection inlet), while the third way allowed the free entrance of air
through an active carbon trap (Fig. 2), in order to: 1) prevent var-
iations of the operative flow rate of the instrument (10 L min�1)
during the injection of the gas samples from the SCC, which could
have affected the instrument baseline; 2) minimize the instability
of the baseline signal related to the possible occurrence of variable
GEM concentrations in air. To calculate the amount of GEM in the
syringe (KSYR, in ng), i.e. in 60 cm3 of sample from the SCC, a cali-
bration curve was constructed using a GEM standard. The latter,
which was injected with a 500 mL Hamilton gastight micro-syringe
through the Lumex® injection port assembled as for the field
measurements, was obtained from equilibrated Hg vapor stored in
the headspace of a 30 cc vial equipped with a pierceable rubber
septum, where liquid Hg was placed and maintained at constant
temperature (27 �C). The partial pressure (in atm) of the GEM
standard was calculated, as follows (CRC, 2001):

PGEM(atm) ¼ 5.116 þ 3190 T�1 (2)

where T is in K. At the temperature of the vial (27 �C), PGEM was
thus equal to 3.076 � 10�6 atm, corresponding to 0.02804 ng mL�1

of GEM. As reported in Table 1, 8 different aliquots (from 20 to
300 mL) of the GEM standard (corresponding to 0.56e8.41 ng of
GEM) were repeatedly injected (10 times) in the Lumex® analyzer.
The GEM concentrations (in ng m�3), i.e. the maximumvalue of the
peak measured by the instrument after each standard injection,
were used to calculate (i) the relative standard deviation (RSD� 4%;
Table 1) and (ii) the average values (Table 1) for each standard se-
ries. The 8 average values of the GEM standard plot on a polynomial
curve (y ¼ 5 � 10�8x2 þ 0.0006x), i.e. the calibration curve (Fig. 3),
with r2 up to 0.99, a value that is statistically significant since, ac-
cording to the F-test, the p-value is <<0.01. By an operative point of



Fig. 3. Calibration curve for GEM concentrations (in ng m�3) measured by the Lumex®

analyzer equipped with the injection port apparatus on the basis of known GEM
amounts (in ng). The error bar (RDS %) for each repeated standard series is also plotted.
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view, the KSYR value of each injection was calculated by interpo-
lating in the calibration curve the corresponding GEM concentra-
tions provided by the Lumex analyzer. The GEM amount in the SCC
(KSCC, in ng) was computed by multiplying the KSYR values for the
ratio between the volume of the gas injected from the syringe
(60 cm3) and that of the SCC (1810 cm3). For each time-series, the
KSCC blank value (i.e. that measured when the chamber was posi-
tioned on the ground) was subtracted to those measured after 1, 2
and 3 min. The three resulting KSCC values were used to compute
the fGEM values (in ng m�2 day�1), according to the general
equation relating the increase of a X gas species in the SCC and the
fX values, as follows:
Fig. 4. Soil temperature (T �C) at 7 cm depth vs. (a) T (�C) at 15 cm depth and (b) fCO2

(g m�2 day�1) binary diagrams measured at Solfatara crater.
fGEM¼ (dKSCC/dt)/A (3)

where A is the basal area of the SCC and dt is the time sampling
interval (1 min).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. fCO2 values and soil temperatures

The fCO2 values were from 19.8 to 118,000 g m�2 day�1,
whereas the average and median values were 4578 and
1321 g m�2 day�1, respectively. Such a wide range, more than 4
orders of magnitude, is a typical feature for fCO2 at Solfatara crater,
where fumarolic vents occur and the diffuse release of hydrother-
mal CO2-rich gases from the crater soil is favored by a complex
system of fractures (e.g. Todesco et al., 2003). The occurrence of
fractures, where measurement points showed extremely high
fluxes, caused the strongly asymmetrical distribution of the fCO2
data (average >> median). The maximum soil temperatures at 7
and 15 cm depths were the relatively high (both up to 95 �C), being
related to heat convectively transported from the hydrothermal
system by the uprising fluids. Evidences of a thermal gradient
occurring in the crater soil were also provided by (i) the significant
increase with depth of both the average and median temperatures
(from 31.3 to 39.5 �C and from 25.5 to 32.0 �C, respectively) and (ii)
the strong correlation (r2 ¼ 0.92; p-value <<0.01) between the soil
temperatures measured at the two different depths (Fig. 4a). Sur-
prisingly, fCO2 and soil temperatures (Fig. 4b) show a low corre-
lation (r2 ¼ 0.21; p-value <<0.01). It has to be considered that
convective heat is mostly associated with water vapor, since gases,
including CO2, have a low thermal capacity. With the exception of
the fumarolized zones (Fig. 1), the temperature of the crater soil
was below that of boiling water, thus the uprising hydrothermal
fluids were likely affected by a significant condensation process,
which possibly explains the decoupling between fCO2 and soil
temperature.
Fig. 5. fGEM (ng m�2 day�1) vs. (a) (T �C) at 7 cm depth and (b) fCO2 (g m�2 day�1)
binary diagrams measured at Solfatara crater.



Table 2
Replicated (10 times) fGEM measurements (ng m�2 d�1) carried out at 5 selected
sites (Fig. 1) at Solfatara crater for the reproducibility test. For each repeated series,
RDS (%), average and median values (ng m�2 d�1) are also reported.

Replicates R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

1 17,945 11,690 20,819 271,431 50,639
2 17,556 13,383 22,126 289,328 53,282
3 17,294 13,253 20,427 281,337 53,812
4 18,338 13,383 21,211 274,161 51,833
5 18,991 12,731 22,126 278,997 55,799
6 17,816 13,513 21,603 281,284 56,196
7 18,208 12,993 20,689 281,592 53,545
8 18,729 13,904 20,689 280,605 55,795
9 18,729 13,904 21,734 271,227 51,563
10 18,599 13,122 21,733 292,349 56,328
average 18,221 13,188 21,316 280,231 53,879
median 18,273 13,318 21,407 280,944 53,678
RSD 2.9 4.6 2.8 2.3 3.7
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3.2. fGEM values

The fGEM values, similarly to those of fCO2, were varying in a
wide range (from 1296 to 1,957,500 ng m�2 day�1) and the differ-
ence between the average and median values (85,680 and
22,390 ng m�2 day�1, respectively) highlights an asymmetrical
distribution of the measured data, i.e. the occurrence of relatively
few, anomalously high fGEM values (Table 1A in the
Supplementary Material), whose occurrence was likely not
related to any temporal change of the deep emitting source,
Fig. 6. (A) Probability plot of ln(fCO2) (g m�2 day�1) constructed by applying the partitionin
Contour map of fCO2 from the soil of Solfatara crater. (C) Variogram and model fitting of l
considering that all the 214 measurements were carried out in a
relatively short time (less than 30 h). Therefore, the local fracture
system, which typically controls the fCO2 and soil temperature
values, played an important role also for the GEM diffuse degassing.
The minimum fGEM value (1296 ng m�2 day�1), corresponding to
an increase of 1 ng m�3 min�1 in the SCC, was dictated by the
sensitivity of the Lumex® analyzer (1 ng m�3). However, this
detection limit, which depends on the selected time-interval of the
sampling series and the dimension of the SCC, was adequate to
measure fGEM in all the selected points of the study area.

It is worth to mention that the fGEM values were poorly
correlated to both soil temperatures (r2 ¼ 0.29; p-value <<0.01)
and those of fCO2, (r2 ¼ 0.28; p-value <<0.01) (Fig. 5a and b,
respectively). Although consistent with previous data (r2 ¼ 0.35;
Bagnato et al., 2014), a low correlation between the fCO2 and
fGEM values was unexpected, since both CO2 and GEM in the
Solfatara crater emission are clearly associated with the same deep
hydrothermal source. On the contrary, flux values of other deep-
originated gaseous compounds discharged from the Solfatara soil,
such as C6H6, whose chemical behavior is similar to that of CO2,
were found in close association with those of fCO2 (Tassi et al.,
2013). The disagreement between the fGEM and fCO2 data was
likely depending on a number of environmental parameters, such
as soil humidity and temperature, which typically affect the release
of GEM from the soil (e.g., Gustin and Stamenkovic, 2005), whereas
their effect on soil diffuse CO2 degassing is not significant. The
permanent acidic aquifer occurring at shallow depth below the
Solfatara crater (Tassi et al., 2013) may also significantly contribute
g method of Sinclair (1974, 1991). Solid lines represent the theoretical distribution. (B)
n(fCO2).



Fig. 7. (A) Probability plot of ln(fGEM) (ng m�2 day�1) constructed as in Fig. 6a. (B) Contour map of fGEM from the soil of Solfatara crater. (C) Variogram and model fitting of
ln(fGEM).
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to scrub GEM from the uprising gases.

3.3. Reproducibility test

To evaluate the reproducibility of the method, 10 replicates of
fGEM measurements were carried out at 5 selected sites at Solfa-
tara crater (R1 to R5 in Fig. 1), with the same (SCC þ Lumex®)
equipment and method used for the spatial survey. The time in-
terval between the replicates was <1 min. Once a replicate series at
a sitewas completed, wemoved to the next reproducibility test site.
The fGEM average values were from 13,188 (R2) to 280,231 (R4) ng
m�2 day�1 (Table 2), i.e. consistent with most of the 214 fGEM
valuesmeasured in the crater floor (Table 1A). The RDS values of the
test data series (from 2.3 to 4.6%; Table 3) were relatively lowand in
the range of those calculated for the standard measurements
(Table 1). This suggests that the field operations with the SCC,
independently on the fGEM values, had no significant effects on
the reproducibility of the method. Moreover, the replicates carried
out in the 5 sites do not show any trend and their distribution is
symmetrical (average and median values are almost coincident;
Table 2), thus excluding that the reproducibility test measurements
were affected by a memory effect.

3.4. Total fCO2 and fGEM output and spatial distribution maps

To estimate the total amount of the CO2 and GEM fluxes released
from Solfatara crater, the measured flux data were processed using
a classical graphical-statistical approach (Sinclair, 1974, 1991). The
probability plot (Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a) suggested that the ln(fCO2) and
ln(fGEM) values have a single ln-normal population. According to
the Sichel's t estimator (David, 1977), the total diffuse CO2 output at
the Solfatara crater is 402 t day�1, whereas that of GEM is
5.41�10�6 t day�1, i.e. consistent with the estimations carried out by
Bagnato et al. (2014). The upper and lower limits at 95% confidence
are 578 and 305 t day�1 (CO2) and 7.82�10�6 and 4.21�10�6 t day�1

(GEM), respectively.
The CO2 and (GEM) iso-flux maps, reported in Figs. 6b and 7b,

respectively, were constructed by applying geostatistical methods
(e.g. Krige, 1951; Matheron, 1970). The data processing indicates
that the combination of two (Spherical model with a nugget effect,
Fig. 6c) and three (Exponential and Spherical models with a nugget
effect, Fig 7c) basic structures is the best approach to describe the
spatial variability of the fCO2 and fGEM values, respectively. The
contour map of the fGEM values (Fig. 7b) highlights the strong
anomaly occurring in the SE part of the crater, where the fumarolic
vents, discharging a visible plume of hydrothermal vapors, are
located. It is worth noting that the fGEM spatial distribution
roughly resembles that of fCO2 (Fig. 6b), although the fGEM and
fCO2 values showed a poor correlation (Fig. 5b). This suggests that
the graphical representations smooth the discrepancies shown by
the fluxes of the two compounds related to their different
chemical-physical behavior.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that fGEM from the soil in hydro-
thermal systems can reliably be measured by coupling the SCC
technique with a Lumex® analyzer. The proposed method was
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applied at Solfatara crater, where fGEM measurements were car-
ried out at 214 sites and compared with those of fCO2, the latter
being commonly used for the geochemical monitoring of this active
volcanic system (Chiodini et al., 2010). Although the origin of both
CO2 and Hg is related to the uprising of the hydrothermal fluids, the
fGEM and fCO2 values showed a low correlation, likely due to
scrubbing processes affecting GEM at relatively shallow depth. A
specific test carried out in the study area demonstrated that the
SCC-Lumex® method has a satisfactory reproducibility (<4%) in a
wide range of fGEM values.

The proposed methodological approach unequivocally has some
advantages with respect to the micrometeorological and DFC
methods: 1) the analytical equipment, including the injection
apparatus set at the Lumex® inlet port, can be calibrated with
external standards; 2) field operations are rapid and they do not
require a prolonged exposure of the instrument to aggressive gases
typically occurring in a hydrothermal/volcanic environment; 3)
besides GEM, different gas species (e.g. CH4, light hydrocarbons,
NOx) can be collected from the SCC sampled, allowing the simul-
taneous measurement of their fluxes (e.g. Tassi et al., 2013); 4) the
total GEM output from areas characterized by anomalous gas
emissions can be computed on the basis of a statistically significant
number of measurements and, in combination with the budget of
other deep-originated gases, used for the geochemical monitoring
of active volcanic system. Although the amount of GEM diffusively
discharged from Solfatara crater likely has a limited environmental
impact with respect to that related to the release in air of the main
hydrothermal compounds (e.g. CO2, CH4, H2S, C6H6), the develop-
ment and application of this method in different hydrothermal
areas can significantly contribute to improve the estimation of the
global GEM budget.

It is worth noting that the fGEM values commonly measured by
using other methodological approaches in areas not affected by
hydrothermal fluid emissions (e.g. Zhu et al., 2015, and references
therein) are significantly lower with respect to those measured at
Solfatara crater. Nevertheless, by lowering the V/A ratio of the
chamber and/or increasing the time interval of the sampling series,
the SCC sensitivity can easily be improved, allowing the measure-
ment of fGEM in different natural and anthropogenic systems.
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